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All information and materials contained in this document are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to change at any time without notice. 

REITECH Pte Ltd ("REIDAO") may, on behalf of Crowdvilla Limited (A Non-Profit Organisation) (“Crowdvilla”) add information to, remove or amend any 

information and/or material contained in this document at any time and in its sole discretion. This document and all information contained herein is not 

directed at or intended for use by any person resident or located in any jurisdiction where (1) the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of 

such jurisdiction; or (2) such distribution is prohibited without obtaining the necessary licenses or authorizations by REIDAO or Crowdvilla and such 

licenses or authorizations have not been obtained.

Products and services described herein may not be eligible for sale or available to residents of certain countries or certain categories of purchasers. Please 

consult the applicable terms and conditions such as sales restrictions or key specific notes for further information once the final documents may be 

available. No information or materials contained herein should be construed as a solicitation, offer or recommendation, to buy or sell any products or 

services, regardless if those products and services are viewed by purchasers themselves as investable or non-investable assets, to execute any 

transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the 

accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information and/or the materials, nor are they a complete statement of the products, services, markets or 

developments referred to herein. The materials should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Any opinions 

are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed in another context as a result of using different assumptions and 

criteria.

No purchasing or other decisions should be made solely based on the contents or information found in this document. When making a decision about 

purchases, purchasers should seek the advice of a legal or other relevant professional advisor or qualified expert. Purchasers have the utmost duty to 

obtain verifiable advice or opinion that products and services described herein are not deemed as securities, investment or other financial instruments with 

respect to all jurisdictions relevant to their purchasing decisions.

REIDAO or Crowdvilla does not provide advice of investment, legal or tax nature and nothing herein should be construed as being financial, legal, tax or 

other advice. REIDAO or Crowdvilla does not represent that any products and services discussed herein are suitable for any purchaser who may or may 

not wish to purchase.

This document may contain statements that constitute "forward-looking statements". While these forward-looking statements may represent judgment 

and future expectations of REIDAO or Crowdvilla, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and 

results to differ materially from those judgement and future expectations. REIDAO or Crowdvilla is under no obligation to (and expressly disclaims any such 

obligation to) update or alter its forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

The use of the information and materials contained in this document is at the readers’ own risk. REIDAO or Crowdvilla expressly disclaims all 

representations or warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, with respect to all information, materials, content contained and functionalities 

described herein, including but not limited to warranties of title, non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Without limiting the 

foregoing, REIDAO or Crowdvilla does not warrant the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, security, reliability or availability of the information. To the 

fullest extent permitted by law, in no event shall REIDAO or Crowdvilla, or any of its directors, employees, contractors, service providers or agents have 

any liability whatsoever to any person for any direct or indirect loss, liability, cost, claim, expense or damage of any kind, whether in contract or in tort, 

including negligence, or otherwise, arising out of or related to the use of all or part of this document.

This document may contain third-party content or links or reference to third-party websites. These content and links are provided solely for your 

convenience and information. REIDAO or Crowdvilla has no control over, does not assume any responsibility for and does not make any warranties or 

representations as to, any third-party content or websites, including but not limited to, the accuracy, subject matter, quality or timeliness.

REIDAO or Crowdvilla, or if any, the applicable third-party owner, retains all right, title and interest (including copyrights, trademarks, patents, as well as 

any other intellectual property or other right) in all information and content (including all text, data, graphics and logos) in this document. Individual pages 

and/or sections of this document may be printed for personal or internal use only, and provided that such printouts retain all applicable copyright or other 

proprietary notices, including this disclaimer.

Disclaimer
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_________________________________________

1 Time-value is the sum of all daily rental values within the Crowdvilla portfolio over a time-horizon of choice.

Mission

Crowdvilla aims to provide true sharing of its global portfolio of hotels and holiday properties on the 

blockchain. Based on the concept of the common good, Crowdvilla’s community pool their resources to 

acquire properties together for their shared use.

The portfolio would ideally occupy the casual luxury segment that has broad appeal to internationally mobile 

businesses and holiday travellers.

Crowdvilla will operate as a non-profit organisation (NPO) which combines blockchain technology and real 

estate tokenization to provide attractive key features to its community and users.

Token-Point System

Crowdvilla platform follows a Token-Point System with the following native digital assets:

Each Token denotes a share of time-value1 for the use of all properties in the Crowdvilla portfolio. Token 

holders earn Points in perpetuity (i.e. on an ongoing basis for as long as the portfolio lives). To allocate the 

sharing, the Points are used to book for stays in the properties. The number of Points generated is directly 

proportional to the number of Tokens held and the length of the holding period.

Feature Token Point

Official Name Crowdvilla Token (CRV Token) Crowdpoint Token (CROWD Token)

Symbol (Ticker) (“CRV”) (“CROWD”)



Market Size

(Source: World Travel & Tourism Council 2017 Report2)

Crowdvilla is a member of the accommodation segment of the travel and tourism industry (T&T), which is a 

behemoth of the global economy. According to the World Travel & Tourism Council2 (WTTC), the T&T sector 

had a global GDP impact of US$7.6 trillion in 2016, of which about one-third (US$2.3 trillion) was its direct 

contribution. The World Bank3 data shows that international tourism receipts have already increased by 

around 30% from US$1.1 trillion in 2010 to US$1.4 trillion in 2015.

T&T sector’s global GDP impact was larger than other sectors such as chemicals, automotive manufacturing, 

agriculture, mining, and banking. Most of the T&T sector’s GDP contributions came from sub-sectors such as 

accommodation, catering, entertainment, and transportation. GDP from T&T is estimated to grow at 4.0% 

per annum between 2017-2027, above the 2.7% average expected for total global economy.

Market Opportunities
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2 "World Summary - World Travel and Tourism Council."
https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/benchmark-reports/regional-reports-2017/world.pdf. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
3 "World Development Indicators - World Bank DataBank."
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=2&series=ST.INT.RCPT.CD&country=. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.

https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/benchmark-reports/regional-reports-2017/world.pdf
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=2&series=ST.INT.RCPT.CD&country=


(Source: Hotel Industry Report - SUEVIO4)

The growth in T&T sector has had a positive effect on the accommodation segment. SUEVIO4 estimated that 

annual global hotel revenues have grown by around 30% from US$419 billion in 2010 to US$550 billion in 

2016, equivalent to a growth rate of 4.6% per annum. 

Key growth drivers of the T&T accommodation segment going forward include:

● Changing Demographics - The increasing number of millennials worldwide are changing the T&T landscape. According 

to the Boston Consulting Group5, millennials are more likely to travel for leisure than other age groups, and they are also 

more likely to have travel apps on their smartphones. Goldman Sachs6 calls millennials “one of the largest generations in 

history”, and Pew Research7 shares that millennials have overtaken baby boomers in terms of population size in the US 

since 2015. Millennials prioritize experience-based consumption and express personal values over brands. They prefer 

access to products through sharing instead of owning.

● Healthy Global Economic Growth - The World Bank8 estimates global GDP growth of 3.0% for 2017, the highest since 

2011. Global GDP growth is forecast to edge up to 3.1% in 2018. Emerging and developing economies are, on average, 

forecast to grow at around 4.5% in 2018. Powerhouses China and India are forecast to grow at 6.4% and 6.7% 

respectively, and China is already the world’s largest source of international tourists. 

● Technology - continues to lower the costs of travel for a great majority by increasing transparency of 

travel related marketplaces, and level of fuel-efficiency of aircrafts and other vehicles that directly lower 

the costs of transport providers.
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4"Hotel Industry Report - SUEVIO." 
https://www.suevio.com/hotel-industry-report. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
5"Traveling with Millennials - BCG." 
https://www.bcg.com/documents/file129974.pdf. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
6"Millennials Infographic - Goldman Sachs." 
http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/millennials/. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
7"Millennials overtake Baby Boomers as America's largest generation ...." 25 Apr. 2016
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/04/25/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers/. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
8"Global Economic Prospects - World Bank Group." 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.

https://www.suevio.com/hotel-industry-report
https://www.bcg.com/documents/file129974.pdf
http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/millennials/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/04/25/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers/
http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects


Shifting Power to the Community Through Decentralization

Crowdvilla provides a hassle-free, branded travel accommodation experience that is operated by 

professional vendors (at least initially before a truly capable and decentralized community takes effect). This 

solves the problem of quality inconsistency that plagues semi-decentralised property-sharing platforms. It 

does not compete with the existing landlord-tenant business model. Instead, Crowdvilla represents a 

paradigm shift from the centralized, landlord-tenant business model to a decentralized, blockchain-enabled, 

community asset model.

Crowdvilla’s decentralized model strives to create these benefits:

Benefits to the Community
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Secure, Efficient & Transparent Freedom & Control Fairness & Equity

Secure & simple 
bookings

Know what you get 
all units on blockchain

Free to own as many
tokens as you can afford

Decentralized 
no middleman to trade

True sharing
not renting

One rule for all
(smart contract)
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Non-Profit Organisation: Transparency & Value

Crowdvilla will operate as a company limited by guarantee - a non-profit organisation (“NPO”) that allows 

it to conduct commercial activities in Singapore (where it is based). The NPO structure allows Crowdvilla to 

provide its community:

● Public Reporting - as an NPO, Crowdvilla is a public entity with public reporting obligations. Public 

reporting facilitates community-based monitoring, and makes Crowdvilla accountable for all financial 

and management decisions.

● Value For Money - all products and services offered through Crowdvilla can be delivered to the 

community at cost prices. End-users can enjoy better value for their pooled contributions, unlike in 

the traditional hotel business model that is built around profits for shareholders.

Platform Scalability and Growth

The blockchain-based platform is scalable to allow Crowdvilla to rapidly onboard new properties and 

manage any increase in token holders. Blockchain is a collection of transactions - a ledger of records. Adding 

new properties and user identities simply requires creation of new tokens and adding new transactions to 

the blockchain.

Organic growth in the portfolio is possible by using excess reserves built up over time to buy new properties 

and to increase the total time-value of the entire portfolio. Appreciation in the value of assets in portfolio can 

offer opportunities to optimise the portfolio further to increase the volume and value of rental units available 

within the portfolio.



The Crowdvilla Model

Overview

The Crowdvilla Model involves Asset Tokenization which involves the community pooling their resources in 

a Token Sale and subsequent acquiring of the properties for their shared use; and Crowdvilla Economy that 

revolves around the use of Points in its operations.
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Asset 

Acquisition
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Token Sale Platform

The Token Sale platform allows for Token buyers to register and get whitelisted to contribute ETH to 

Crowdvilla as part of pooling of their resources. Approved contributors will receive newly generated 

Crowdvilla Tokens (“CRV”). Debut tokens from the Initial Token Sale will be priced as discussed in the “Initial 

Token Sale” section. In subsequent Token Sales, new Tokens will be priced on their creation date, at the 

higher of:

1. Prevailing market value of pre-existing tokens, or 

2. Token Reference Value (i.e. the value of Crowdvilla assets net of its liabilities divided by amount of 

pre-existing tokens)

Every Token Sale will (generally) follow a 60 day period as shown in the diagram below:

Token Sales
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Token Sale Distribution 

The Initial Token Sale for Crowdvilla (See “Initial Token Sale” section for more details) will result in the debut 

of the Tokens. Future Token Sales will be possible to fund more purchases of properties to broaden 

Crowdvilla’s mission for a community of true property sharers. REIDAO is the technology partner that 

provides key technology services to Crowdvilla.

Below shows proposed distribution of the Tokens for Initial Token Sale and Future Token Sales:
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Token Sale Crowdvilla REIDAO Total

Initial Token Sale 
(% Distribution) 80% 20% 100%

Future Token Sales
(% Distribution) 95% 5% 100%



Crowdvilla’s resident asset manager (“asset manager”) will be responsible for all decisions to acquire 

properties with funds raised from the Token Sales. The portfolio will include houses, apartments, apartment 

blocks, and hotels.

The diagram below lists the processes in which Crowdvilla undertakes to acquire the properties.

Lifecycle of Asset Acquisition

A. Screen & Shortlist: Asset manager and advisors follow the Principles of Property Selection guidelines 

(found in the section below) to shortlist properties after initial viewings of screened properties. 

B. Deal Execution: Team with the intention to acquire relevant properties enter into sale process on a 

exclusive bilateral basis or an auction. Work includes due diligence (technical, structural, financial, 

commercial, regulatory and legal), initial terms negotiations, pricing and submission of price offers.

C. Final Execution (Negotiation): Purchase price and final terms in the sales and purchase agreement (SPA) 

including relevant indemnities, guarantees and other items are negotiated and agreed and signed.

D. Acquire Asset: Once all relevant requirements are satisfied, the asset manager authorises payments to 

acquire and own the property.

Asset Acquisition

12
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_________________________________________

9 "Narrative Summaries of Reasons for Listing | United Nations Security ...." 
https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/1267/aq_sanctions_list/summaries. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
10 "Countries – Watchlist - Watchlist on Children and Armed Conflict." 
http://watchlist.org/countries/. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
11 "European Union Restrictive measures (sanctions)." 4 Aug. 2017, 
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/restrictive_measures-2017-08-04.pdf. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
12 "Ring of Fire - Wikipedia." 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_of_Fire. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
13 "Statistics - Dinas Pariwisata." 
http://www.disparda.baliprov.go.id/en/Statistics2. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.
14 "Indonesia volcano: Mount Agung eruption closes Bali's ... - CNN.com." 27 Nov. 2017, 
http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/26/asia/mount-agung-eruption-bali-indonesia/index.html. Accessed 19 Jan. 2018.

Principles of Property Selection

Below are guidelines to property selections that give value to Crowdvilla’s community:

● Local Regulations - every market has its own regulations for hotels or residential leasing. Some 

markets may not allow outright foreign real estate investments. The asset manager will determine 

which operational model is most viable in every market.

● Conflicts - markets which are significantly exposed to terrorist organizations or are at high risk of 

violent conflicts are excluded from any selections. This list of viable jurisdictions will be cross-checked 

with various watchlists such as the United Nations Sanctions List9, the Watchlist On Children and 

Armed Conflict10, and the European Union Sanctions List11.

● Natural Disasters - Countries along the Ring of Fire12 are some of the hottest tourism destinations but 

are exposed to volcanoes and earthquakes. For example, Bali, which has doubled its tourist numbers 

from 2.7 million to 5.4 million13 since 2011 has seen threats of volcanic eruptions14 that can have 

catastrophic effect on the tourism industry. 

Losses from destruction of properties by natural disasters will be mitigated by property insurance 

contracts. Robust due diligence during asset acquisition ensures the properties are insurable and can 

possibly withstand the impacts of natural disasters.

https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/1267/aq_sanctions_list/summaries
http://watchlist.org/countries/
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/restrictive_measures-2017-08-04.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_of_Fire
http://www.disparda.baliprov.go.id/en/Statistics2
http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/26/asia/mount-agung-eruption-bali-indonesia/index.html
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● Land Registration System and Restrictions of Use - many countries currently adopt the Torrens title 

system (in which the State grants the landowner an indefeasible right to the land), which is favorable 

for Crowdvilla, particularly in cases where structures need to be built from the ground up.

Even with the rights to the land, the asset manager will need to thoroughly understand any use 

limitations or urban planning restrictions that are applicable to the properties. This will require advice 

from local real estate consultants.

● Capital Appreciation and Rental Yields - high potential capital appreciation and rental yield may 

indicate a robust and growing real estate market, thus ensuring that the property will not become 

redundant during its years of usage. The asset manager may need to work with local real estate 

consultants to determine the number of properties and prices to pay for different types of properties in 

each market.

● Tenure Restrictions - for any leasehold properties, the lease must be long enough to recover the 

capital and cost of capital of purchasing the property over its lifespan based on but not limited to 

discounted cashflow analysis.

All properties that fit these criteria will be acquired fully in cash without any leverage, i.e. no construction 

loans, payment loans or mortgages since leverage can amplify the downsides to cashflows due to potential 

economic, political and other risks. Lack of leverage reduces the number of properties that can be acquired.

The asset manager will balance the absolute dollar cost of each investable property against the number of 

properties Crowdvilla purchases following each Token Sale. 
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Property Acquisition Methods

A. Standard Case 

Crowdvilla provides cash (ETH/Fiat) as payment currency for legal ownership of property from seller.

B. Token Swap

Crowdvilla uses Tokens as payment currency for legal ownership of the property from seller.

C. Synthetic Purchase

Crowdvilla uses Tokens as payment currency for property rights assigned by owner (not legal 

ownership). Owner may buy back its property rights at the market value of the property.

      



Property Booking System

The Property Booking System (“PBS”) provided by REIDAO will automate various functions including 

online bookings, inventory optimization (bedstock allocation and dynamic pricing of stays), and 

record-keeping (of financial and operational data for reporting and management purposes).

● Managers - an operations manager will oversee the overall operations while an accounts manager will perform 

financial and commercial analysis of the properties and strategies to improve occupancy rates. Over time, Crowdvilla 

will broaden its managerial roles to meet the needs of its growing operations. For instance, there may be a need for a 

community manager who communicates updates to the community or a customer service manager to manage any 

disputes.

● Third-Party Vendors - professionally contracted vendors will perform actual ground operations (housekeeping, 

maintenance, customer support and concierge services) in line with Crowdvilla’s vision of targeting the casual luxury 

segment. In the future, individuals with verifiable skills (selected by Token holders based on “Proof of Reputation”) can 

replace these vendors on flexible assignments in fully decentralized world.

Operational Infrastructure

16



Key Players in the Crowdvilla Ecosystem

The diagram below shows the different stakeholders in the Crowdvilla ecosystem:

Stakeholders Interactions

Crowdvilla

● Owns and operates hotels and holiday properties.

● Pays vendors, other costs and taxes.

● Supports community efforts.

REIDAO
● Provides technology platforms for token sale, asset tokenization and 

operational infrastructure.

Token Holders
● Earn Points on the Tokens held and book for stays.

● Trade Tokens to adjust amount held for their needs.

Public
● Those who book for stays and pay with fiat (indirectly used to buy 

necessary Points) for their bookings.

Vendors ● Provide ground operations services mentioned.

Community Interactions

17



Points Based Economy

Token Holders and Crowdvilla receive generated Crowd Points (“CROWD”) from Crowdvilla Tokens 

(“CRV”). 

The table below shows the distribution of future generated CROWD points:

Stays in Crowdvilla properties are priced in Points and only booked with Points. Points are burned after the 

stays are completed. Tokens and Points will be tradeable on exchanges.

Stakeholders CROWD Generation

CRV Token Holders 30%

Crowdvilla NPO 50%

Crowdvilla Operation Partner 15%

REIDAO - Technology Partner 5%

Total 100%

18

Trading on Exchanges

User Exchange

Booking Stays

User

send 
points 
to App

App
receive booking 

confirmation

(Points burned after stay)



Token Details

Below summarises key features of two native digital assets, Token and Point:

Real World Link

The fundamental value of Tokens and Points are derived from real world values. The value of Token is linked 

to the total value of properties. Also, every stay on the Property Booking System is priced in Points with a 

reference fiat price.

Expected Time-Value of the Token

After the Initial Token Sale, Token value can be illustrated in a spreadsheet simulator which will be made 

available on request.

Feature Token Point

Logo

Official Name Crowdvilla Token Crowdpoint Token

Symbol (Ticker) (“CRV”) (“CROWD”)

Contract Address crvtoken.eth crowdpoint.eth

Type Asset Backed Token Utility Point

Purpose
Enables generation of Points. Reflects the 
owner’s share of time-value of Crowdvilla 

properties

Enables booking of Crowdvilla properties and 
services

Lifespan In perpetuity Single use. Points are destroyed after use.

Initial Supply Depends on initial token sale Depends on Token quantity

Future Supply Depends on future token sale(s) Generated in perpetuity by Token owners

Fundamental Value Crowdvilla asset value net of liabilities 
divided by the number of Tokens outstanding

Extrapolated from rental prices in Points and 
fiat market price

Divisibility 8 decimal places 8 decimal places

Crowdvilla’s Token and Point

19



Zero Ether Transaction (ZET) Mechanics

Token holders will earn Points on the Tokens held by performing a Zero ETH Transaction (ZET). Token 

holders can choose to lock-up their Tokens for a 1-month, 3-month or 6-month period. During the lock-up 

period, Tokens cannot be tradable but will generate Points. Once the lock-up period has elapsed, Tokens 

become tradable again. Token owners can repeat the ZET to earn more Points.

Bonus Multipliers

The generation rates of Points are subject to bonus multipliers that reward Token holders for longer lock-up 

periods. These bonus multipliers are detailed in the Examples table below.

Distribution of Points

50% of the Points generated will be distributed immediately once the ZET is triggered and the Tokens are 

locked-up. The balance 50% of Points will be distributed in monthly instalment(s) such that the last 

instalment falls on the last day of the lock-up period.

20

Point Generation Mechanics



Examples of Point Generation and Lock-Up Periods

Note: This table aims to show the different mechanisms of the point generation and should not be used as an accurate representation.

* This is an illustration, whereas the actual point generation rate would be dependent on many factors and will follow a certain rule of 

generation, including the number of available properties, the number of points in circulation, etc.

Self-Sustaining Model

Crowdvilla operates a self-sustaining model that does not require further infusions from Token holders to 

pay for expenses. Crowd Points generated from CRV Tokens held by partners may be converted into fiat to 

pay for operational costs such as salaries, taxes, and other operational expenses (housekeeping, 

maintenance, concierge services). Excess fiat or points after expenses will be used to invest in upgrades.

Option Choice A Choice B Choice C

Lock Up Period 1 month 3 months 6 months

Tokens Locked (CRV) 1,000 CRV 1,000 CRV 1,000 CRV

Base Monthly Point Generation Rate* 1,000 CROWD 1,000 CROWD 1,000 CROWD

No of Month(s) 1 month 3 months 6 months

Base Point Generated 1,000 CROWD 3,000 CROWD 6,000 CROWD

Multiplier Rate 1x 1.25x 1.5x

Total Generated Points 1,000 CROWD 3,750 CROWD 9,000 CROWD

Crowdvilla NPO Allocation (50%) 500 CROWD 1,875 CROWD 4,500 CROWD

Crowdvilla Operation Partner (15%) 150 CROWD 562.5 CROWD 1,350 CROWD

REIDAO - Technology Partner (5%) 50 CROWD 187.5 CROWD 450 CROWD

Token Holder’s Allocation (30%) 300 CROWD 1,125 CROWD 2,700 CROWD

Distribution (Day 1) 150 CROWD 562.5 CROWD 1,350 CROWD

Distribution (Month 1) 150 CROWD 187.5 CROWD 225 CROWD

Distribution (Month 2) - 187.5 CROWD 225 CROWD

Distribution (Month 3) - 187.5 CROWD 225 CROWD

Distribution (Month 4) - - 225 CROWD

Distribution (Month 5) - - 225 CROWD

Distribution (Month 6) - - 225 CROWD

21

Ground Operations

Staff Costs
Utilities

Etcservices and resources 
to operate properties

Taxes

(Points may need to be converted to fiat)



Points Stabilizers

Generation rate of Points can vary on different dates on which a ZET is performed to ensure a fair 

marketplace for the points. Smart Contracts allow platform administrators to change inputs that influence 

the base generation rate for Points, Bonus Multipliers, and distribution periods of Points. These inputs are 

subject to supply-demand stabilization algorithms to manage volatility in the value of Points, taking into 

account:

● Expected total Points to be generated on a day to cover advance booking needs

● Velocity of circulation of Points within the Crowdvilla economy

Ancillary VIP Token (REI Token)

REIDAO, the platform builder of Crowdvilla, will generate VIP Tokens known as REI Tokens. Although not 

native to Crowdvilla, holders of REI can earn rebates on the Points used to book for their hotel stays. 

Percentage of rebates are subject to the number of REI they hold, shown in the tiering below. Holders will 

only enjoy the rebates if they lock-up their REI over the period of their stay.

Please see https://reidao.io/reitoken.pdf for more details.

22

Membership Tier REI in  Lock-Up Points Rebate

Tier 1 1,000 REI 70%

Tier 2 100 REI 30%

Tier 3 1REI 10%

https://reidao.io/reitoken.pdf


Future Refinement of Token Mechanics

Crowdvilla will make future refinement of Token mechanics as required. As the network grows and gains 

economies of scale, costs as a percentage of the total rental value will fall, meaning Token holders will earn a 

higher percentage of Points generated.

Crowdvilla will monitor, review and optimize its overall cost base for the community’s benefit. Its obligations 

to public reporting  facilitates transparency on this agenda. Points retained or monetized by Crowdvilla will 

ultimately still contribute to the reference value of the asset tokens, and thus benefit Token holders.

23



Overview

The Initial Token Sale to pool contributions from the community to kickstart Crowdvilla’s portfolio is the first 

official engagement between the community and Crowdvilla. The Token sale will be compliant with 

applicable laws in Singapore and other markets.

The Initial Token Sale offers one-off sweeteners: stretch goal based Token bonuses, Points Event(s), and 

REI giveaways (discussed further in later sections). The diagram below shows a one time special case for the 

Initial Token Sale, in which REIDAO will issue REI for free to participants: 

Crowdvilla will use ETH as the main cryptocurrency for the Token Sale. Minimum participation amount for 

the token sale will be 1 ETH. Every participant will get Tokens, Points and REI in return. 

Initial Token Sale
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Token Generation Rate

During the initial Token Sale, 4,000 Tokens will be generated per 1 ETH contributed. This final number will 

be adjusted up by a bonus regime that depends on the final amount of contributed ETH. The Token Sale is 

designed such that the rewards and bonuses distributed increase with the number of participants and the 

number of stretch-goals achieved. This is to simulate the importance of the network that Crowdvilla needs to 

have with the choice of available properties globally. These bonuses will be unique to the Initial Token Sale 

and will not be offered in future events.

Stretch Goals

The proceeds raised from participants are tracked continuously over the entire Token Sale against key 

milestones known as stretch goals. Participants will have their contributions time-stamped along the way. 

As the token sale hits certain stretch goals, the geographical scope for property acquisitions will expand 

accordingly. Participants will be batched, based on the time of their contributions against the stretch goals, 

and will be rewarded with bonus Tokens.
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Phase One: Stretch Goal = Total Less than 50,000 ETH raised

If the token sale ends below Stretch-goal 1 (50,000 ETH), Crowdvilla will consider to acquire properties in: 

Japan, China, Hong Kong, South Korea, Australia, United States, France, Spain, Switzerland, United 

Kingdom, Thailand, Indonesia. First batch participants will receive only the base Token generation rate 

(4,000 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed).

Example: 25,000 ETH is raised

Phase Two: Stretch Goal = Total 50,000 ETH raised or more

If the token sale ends between Stretch-goal 1 (50,000 ETH) and Stretch-goal 2 (125,000 ETH), Crowdvilla 

will expand consideration for asset acquisition to include: Israel, Taiwan, Italy, Netherlands, Germany, 

Austria, Denmark, Norway, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Malaysia.

First batch participants contributing to reach Stretch-Goal-1 (50,000 ETH) will receive the base Token 

generation rate with a 10% bonus (4,000 Tokens plus 400 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed). 

Those remaining in the second batch will receive the base Token generation rate.

Example: 100,000 ETH is raised

Participants Total ETH Cum. ETH Bonus Base Tokens Bonus Tokens Total Tokens

First batch 25,000 25,000 0% 100,000,000 0 100,000,000

Participants Total ETH Cum. ETH Bonus Base Tokens Bonus Tokens Total Tokens

First batch 50,000 50,000 10% 200,000,000 20,000,000 220,000,000

Second batch 50,000 100,000 0% 200,000,000 0 200,000,000

Total 100,000 - - 400,000,000 20,000,000 420,000,000



Phase Three: Stretch Goal = Total 125,000 ETH raised or more

If the token sale ends between Stretch-goal 2 (125,000 ETH) and Stretch-goal 3 (250,000 ETH), Crowdvilla 

will further expand its consideration for asset acquisition to include: Russia, India, Dubai, Vietnam, The 

Philippines, South Africa, Mexico, Peru, Poland, Turkey, Greece, New Zealand.

First batch participants contributing to reach Stretch-goal 1 (50,000 ETH) will receive the base Token 

generation rate with a 20% bonus: 4,000 Tokens plus 800 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed.

The second batch participants contributing to reach Stretch-goal 2 (125,000 ETH) will receive the base 

Token generation rate with a 10 % bonus (4,000 Tokens plus 400 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed). 

Those remaining in the third batch will receive the base Token generation rate.

Example: 150,000 ETH is raised
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Participants Total ETH Cum. ETH Bonus Base Tokens Bonus Tokens Total Tokens

First batch 50,000 50,000 20% 200,000,000 40,000,000 240,000,000

Second batch 75,000 125,000 10% 300,000,000 30,000,000 330,000,000

Third batch 25,000 150,000 0% 100,000,000 0 100,000,000

Total 150,000 - - 600,000,000 70,000,000 670,000,000



Goal Reached: Stretch Goal = Total 250,000 ETH raised

If the token sale ends above Stretch-goal 3 (250,000 ETH), Crowdvilla will expand asset acquisition scope 

world wide.

First batch participants contributing to reach Stretch-goal 1 (50,000 ETH) will receive the base Token 

generation rate with a 30% bonus (4,000 Tokens plus 1,200 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed).

The second batch participants contributing to reach Stretch-goal 2 (125,000 ETH) will receive the base 

Token generation rate with a 20 % bonus (4,000 Tokens plus 800 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed).

The third batch participants will receive the base Token generation rate with a 10% bonus (4,000 Tokens 

plus 400 Tokens per 1 ETH contributed).

Example: 250,000 ETH is raised
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Participants Total ETH Cum. ETH Bonus Base Tokens Bonus Tokens Total Tokens

First batch 50,000 50,000 30% 200,000,000 60,000,000 260,000,000

Second batch 75,000 125,000 20% 300,000,000 60,000,000 360,000,000

Third batch 125,000 250,000 10% 500,000,000 50,000,000 550,000,000

Total 250,000 - - 1,000,000,000 170,000,000 1,170,000,000
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Spillover

Some minor spillovers across the goal-posts on an individual level are possible. For instance, the last person 

(say, contributing 400 ETH) in the first batch who might push the cumulative ETH raised across Phase One 

goal, to 50,300 ETH (from 49,900 ETH). That person will enjoy the relevant bonus for first batch participants 

for its entire 400 ETH contribution. Also, the first participant to push the cumulative ETH raised across the 

250,000 ETH mark will effectively end the Fundraiser process.

Points Special Generation Event

As mentioned, during the Initial Token Sale, participants will also get the same number of Points as they do 

Tokens. This is a one-off event, intended to create a market buffer for Points availability.

REI Giveaway

As a one-off gesture of appreciation for early supporters in the Initial Token Sale to help kickstart 

Crowdvilla, REIDAO will give away REI for free to all participants based on their contribution amounts in 

ETH. For every ETH contributed REIDAO will allocate 5 REI to the participant.

For more information on REI, see www.reidao.io/reitoken.pdf

http://www.reidao.io/reitoken.pdf
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Crowdvilla is developed initially on Ethereum blockchain, with utilization of its Smart Contracts and the 

ERC20 token standard. This section contains the flowcharts for the various Smart Contracts that are used by 

Crowdvilla and explain how the Token Sale interacts with Smart Contracts and the Token Sale Platform.

Nonetheless, Crowdvilla and REIDAO are in principle network agnostic and may adapt to other networks 

subject to scalability requirements.

Token Sale Platform Architecture

The Token Sale Platform is designed to ensure a smooth transaction process when Token Sale participants 

try to purchase Tokens. The Platform is built for scalability. The Platform is built on several 

technologies/frameworks that include (but are not limited to):

● Ethereum Smart Contract (Solidity)

● Vue.js

● FeathersJS

● Web3.js

● Infura

● Amazon Web Services (AWS)

● Know Your Customer Application Programming Interface (KYC API)

The architecture diagram of the Crowdvilla Token Sale Platform is shown in a diagram below:

Technology
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Smart Contract Source Code

Crowdvilla smart contracts are developed with Solidity version 0.4.18. They will be deployed on Ethereum 

mainnet (public network). The source code is available at https://github.com/REIDAO/crowdvilla-token-sale

Token Sale Platform Smart Contract

The Token Sale Platform Smart Contract has to take into account these main processes during a Token Sale:

1. Participant registers through Crowdvilla Token Sale website for the purpose of KYC and whitelisting

2. If KYC and whitelisting are completed, participant can send ETH transactions to contribute to the 

Token Sale.

3. If the Crowdvilla Token transaction is successful, participant can send transaction with 0 ETH to 

collect the Tokens

The following diagrams depict the flowcharts for the Token Sale Platform Smart Contracts: 
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Point Generation Smart Contract

As mentioned before, Token holders can activate a ZET to generate Points from their Tokens. The Point 

Generation Smart Contract flowchart is shown below:
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Crowdvilla is an NPO based and regulated in Singapore, which has a structurally stronger regulatory 

enforcement regime than traditional offshore locations. Crowdvilla has the sole mandate of facilitating the 

utilization of shared holiday homes within its portfolio.

The Crowdvilla NPO is the legal vehicle to own and maintain the properties under the portfolio. It will also 

have its own separate wallet to hold the cryptocurrency (ETH) raised. As an NPO there will be no 

shareholder who will benefit directly from Crowdvilla. All surpluses will need to be retained directly by the 

NPO, and used to expand its asset footprint across its global network for the benefit of its community. 

There is no way to create a fully decentralized platform with community-owned assets at this point. Using 

an NPO structure is a close approximation to such a decentralized utopia. Operating an NPO in a highly 

regulated jurisdiction such as Singapore also demonstrates willingness to meet legal obligations demanded 

by a country with a reputation for incorruptible and just governance. 

External Audit & Audit Committee

The NPO will be subject to external audit on its financial and overall operational activities. An Audit 

Committee will also be in place to oversee decisions made by the board of directors and the executive 

director.

Annual (or more frequent) reporting

As highlighted by the US National Council of Nonprofits, “annual reports can be used to highlight a 

nonprofit’s mission and impact”. This is a valuable principle for Crowdvilla. Crowdvilla will seek advice from 

other NPOs to set up a framework for its reporting activities. The reports will be made available online as 

and when they are available.

Legal Structure
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Securities Regulations

Crowdvilla has obtained legal opinions in several jurisdictions which have viewed the Tokens as low risk of 

classification as securities. Part of the reasoning is that the Tokens do not confer any legal ownership rights 

to the underlying real estate, and are purely enabling the use of the properties. These opinions may provide 

some comfort to participants who wish to contribute to the project. 
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In addition to a variety of issues discussed above, below outlines other risks to be considered:

Risks Mitigants

Legacy Claims

Historical claims related to the property will likely be limited to previous owner 
as Crowdvilla only conducts purchases of un-mortgaged properties. Further 
indemnities and guarantees would be secured in the SPA if necessary during 
acquisition process.

Reversal of synthetic 
asset acquisitions

To buy back full rights to the property, legal asset owner must deliver to 
Crowdvilla, sufficient Tokens with value equal to fair value of the property 
(plus if any, exit penalties and costs). Those Tokens will be extinguished and 
would not dilute other Token holders.

Volatility in Price of 
Points in Fiat

Stabilisers mentioned before can reduce movements in value of the Points. 
These stabilisers can act as enforcement tool that disincentivizes disruptive 
behaviour in trading of the Points.
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Crowdvilla Website: https://crowdvilla.io/

For more updates, subscribe to our website and blog at https://crowdvilla.io/blog.

For more questions, visit https://crowdvilla.io/faq to view our complete list of FAQ.

Please feel free to connect with us:

powered by: 

Contact
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https://reddit.com/r/crowdvilla

https://t.me/reidao

https://medium.com/@crowdvilla

https://github.com/reidao

https://www.facebook.com/crowdvillaio/

https://twitter.com/crowdvillaio

https://www.instagram.com/crowdvillaio/

connect@crowdvilla.io
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